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AN UNSOLVABLE PROBLEM CONCERNING IDENTITIES

TREVOR EVANS*

In [1], Perkins has given a number of unsolvable problems concerning
identities in varieties (equational classes) of algebras. In particular, he
obtains from a semigroup with an unsolvable word problem, a variety of
groupoids defined by a finite number of identities such that the problem of
deciding whether an arbitrary identity holds in the variety is unsolvable.
The following similar example may be of interest. It has the disadvantage
compared with Perkins' example that the variety consists of algebras with
two binary operations but to compensate for this the proof of undecidability
is almost trivial.

Let β be a semigroup with an unsolvable word problem, generated by
a, b with defining relations Ti(a,b) = sι(a,b), z = 1, 2, 3, . . . . Let % be the
absolutely free algebra (word algebra) on two binary operations φ, ® and
generators gl9 g2. To a semigroup word w = aλa2 . . . an where each oί{ is a
or b, we assign an <3f-word ϊv(gug2) where w(x,y) = ((((x o1 y) o2 y) o3 y) . . . )
on y and the operation o t is θ or 0 according as α, is α or δ. For ease in
reading, we will omit parentheses in products associated to the right so
that the expression for w(x,y) above will be written as x o1 y o 2 y o3 y . . .
on y. We note that for u, υ any semigroup words, uvig^gz) = 'v&(g\,g2), £2)-
Let J9 be the variety of algebras with two binary operations and satisfying
the identities ri{x,y) =~Si(x,y), for all x,y, i = 1, 2, 3, . . . . $ is non-trivial
since we can turn β into a ^-algebra by defining u θ v = ua, u <8> υ = ub, for
all words u, v in β. .

We recall that (i) u = v in β if we can transform u into υ by a finite
sequence of substitutions using the defining relations T{ - Si of β and (ii) the
identity u(x,y) = ~v(x,y) holds in Ji if we can transform w(g"i,g*2)

 m Jί into
^(^1^2) by a finite sequence of substitutions using the defining identities
ri(x,y) =~Si(x,y) of φ.

(i) Ifu-v inβ, then ϊί{x,y) = ~v(x,y) in $.
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